
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 9, Number 4, pp. 341�351. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2008 SCPETRUSTLET, OPEN RESEARCH ON TRUST METRICSPAOLO MASSA, KASPER SOUREN, MARTINO SALVETTI, AND DANILO TOMASONI∗Abstrat. A trust metri is a tehnique for prediting how muh a user of a soial network might trust another user. This isespeially bene�ial in situations where most users are unknown to eah other suh as online ommunities. We believe the reenttumultuous evolution of soial networking demands for a olletive researh e�ort. With this in mind we reated Trustlet.org,a platform onsisting of a wiki for open researh on trust metris. The goal of Trustlet is to ollet and distribute trust networkdatasets and trust metris ode as Free Software, in order to failitate the omparison of di�erent trust metris algorithms anda more oherent progress in this �eld. At present we made available some soial network datasets and ode for some trust metris.In this paper we desribe Trustlet and report a �rst empirial evaluation of di�erent trust metris on the Advogato soial networkdataset.Key words: trust metris, soial network analysis, wiki, advogato, free software, data aquisition, siene ommons1. Introdution. In our urrent soiety it is more and more ommon to interat with strangers, people whoare totally unknown to us. This happens for example when reeiving an email asking for ollaboration or advisefrom an unknown person, when we rely on reviews written by unknown people on sites suh as Amazon.om,and also when browsing random pro�les on soial networking sites suh as Faebook.om or Linkedin.om. Evenmore surprising is the fat a huge amount of ommerial exhanges happen now between strangers, failitated byplatforms suh as Ebay.om. In all systems in whih is possible to interat with unknown people, it is importantto have tools able to suggest whih other users an be trustworthy enough for engaging with.Trust metris and reputation systems [10℄ have preisely this goal and beome even more important, forinstane, in systems where people are onneted in the physial world suh as arpooling systems or hospitalityexhange networks (i. e. ouhsur�ng.om), in whih users aept to have strangers into their ar or their house.In fat, in all the previous examples, the system an give users the possibility of expressing a trust statement,an expliit statement stating �I trust this person in this ontext� (for example as a pleasant guest in a houseor as a reliable seller of items) [10℄ and then use this information in order to predit trustworthiness of users.Trust beomes in this way one of the building blok of the soiety [5℄.While researh about trust issues spanned disiplines as diverse as eonomis, psyhology, soiology, an-thropology and politial siene for enturies, it is only reently that the widespread availability of modernommuniation tehnologies failitated empirial researh on large soial networks, sine it is now possible toollet real world datasets and analyze them [10℄. As a onsequene, reently omputer sientists and physiistsstarted ontributing to this new researh �eld as well [13, 3℄.Moreover we all start relying more and more on these soial networking sites [4℄, for friendship, ommere,work, . . . As this �eld beome more and more ruial, in the past few years many trust metris have been pro-posed but there is a lak of omparisons and analysis of di�erent trust metris under the same onditions. AsSierra and Sabater put it in their omplete �Review on Computational Trust and Reputation Models� [15℄: �Fi-nally, analyzing the models presented in this artile we found that there is a omplete absene of test-beds andframeworks to evaluate and ompare the models under a set of representative and ommon onditions. This sit-uation is quite onfusing, espeially for the possible users of these trust and reputation models. It is thus urgentto de�ne a set of test-beds that allow the researh ommunity to establish omparisons in a similar way to whathappens in other areas (e.g. mahine learning)�. Our goal is to ful�ll this void and for this reason we set up Trust-let [1℄, a ollaborative wiki in whih we aim to aggregate researhers interested in trust and reputation and buildtogether a lively test-bed and ommunity for trust metris evaluation. A related projet is the Agent Reputationand Trust (ART) Testbed [6℄. However ART is more foused on evaluating di�erent strategies for interations insoieties in whih there is ompetition and the goal is to perform more suessfully than other players, in a spe-i� ontext. Our take with Trustlet is about evaluating performanes of trust metris in their ability to predithow muh a user ould trust another user, in every ontext. For this reason, we want also to support o�-lineevaluation of di�erent trust metris on soial network datasets. The two testbeds are hene omplementary.In this paper we desribe Trustlet, the reason behind its reation and its goals, we report the datasetswe have olleted and released and the trust metris we have implemented and we present a �rst empirialevaluation of di�erent trust metris on the Advogato dataset.
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342 P. Massa, K. Souren, M. Salvetti and D. Tomasoni2. Trust Metris. Trust metris are a way to measure trust one entity ould plae in another entity. Letus start with some examples. After a transation user Alie on Ebay an expliitly express her subjetive levelof trust in user Bob. We model this as a trust statement from Alie to Bob. Trust statements an be weighted,for example on Advogato [8℄ a user an ertify another user as Master, Journeyer, Apprentie or Observer,based on the pereived level of involvement in the Free Software ommunity. Trust statements are diretedand not neessary symmetri: it's possible a user reiproates with a di�erent trust statement or not at all.By aggregating the trust statements expressed by all the members of the ommunity it is possible to build theentire trust network (for an example, see Figure 2.1). A trust network is hene a direted, weighted graph.In fat trust an be onsidered as one of the possible soial relationships between humans, and trust networksa sublass of soial networks [13, 3℄.

Fig. 2.1. Struture of a ottage family, hand drawing by Jaob Moreno�From �Who shall survive?� [12℄Trust metris are hene tools for prediting the trust a user ould have in another user, by analyzing thetrust network and assuming that trust an somehow be propagated. One of the assumptions is that people aremore likely to trust a friend of a friend than a random stranger [11, 16, 7, 8℄.Trust metris an either be loal or global [16, 11℄. A global trust metri is a trust metri where preditedtrust values for nodes are not personalized.On the other hand, with loal trust metris, the trust values a user sees for other users depend on her positionin the network. In fat, a loal trust metri predits trust sores that are personalized from the point of viewof every single user. For example a lo al trust metri might predit �Alie should trust Carol as 0.9� and �Bobshould trust Carol as 0.1�, or more formally trust(A,C)=0.9 and trust(B,C)=0.1. Instead for global trust metris,



Trustlet, Open Researh on Trust Metris 343trust(A,B)=reputation(B) for every user A. This global value is sometimes alled reputation [10℄. Currentlymost trust metris used in web ommunities are global, mainly beause they are simpler to understand for theusers and faster to run on entral servers sine they have to be exeuted just one for the entire ommunity.However we think that soon users will start asking for systems that take into aount their own peuliar pointsof view and hene loal trust metris, possibly to be run in a deentralized fashion on their own devies.While researh on trust metris is quite reent, there have been some proposals for trust metris. We brie�yreview some of them for later mention in the evaluation presented in Setion 4, although our goal is not toprovide a omplete review of previously proposed trust metris here.Ebay web site shows the average of the feedbaks reeived by a ertain user in her pro le page. This anbe onsidered as a simple global trust metri, whih predits, as trust of A in B, the average of all the truststatements reeived by B [11℄.In more advaned trust metris, trust an be extended beyond diret onnetions. The original Advogatotrust metri [8℄ is global, and uses network �ow to let trust �ow from a �seed� of 4 users, who are delaredtrustworthy a priori, towards the rest of the network. The network �ow is �rst alulated on the network of truststatements whose value is Master (highest value) to �nd who lassi�es as Master. Then the Journeyer edges areadded to this network and the network �ow is alulated again to �nd users who lassify as Journeyer. Finallythe users with Apprentie status are found by alulating the �ow on all but the Observer edges. The untrustedObserver status is given if no trust �ow reahed a node. By replaing the 4 seed users for an individual user A,Advogato an also be used as a loal trust metris prediting trust from the point of view of A.The problem of ranking of web pages in the results of a searh engine query an be regarded under a trustperspetive. A link from page A to page B an be seen as a trust statement from A to B (in this ase, the nodesof the trust network are not people but Web pages). This is the intuition behind the algorithm PageRank [2℄powering the searh engine Google. Trust is propagated with a mehanism resembling a random walk over thetrust network.Moletrust [11℄ is a loal trust metri. Users are ordered based on their distane from the soure user, andonly trust edges that go from distane n to distane n + 1 are regarded. The trust value of users at distane nonly depends on the already alulated trust values at distane n− 1. The sores that are lower than a spei�threshold value are disarded, and the trust sore is the average of the inoming trust statements weightedover the trust sores of the nodes at distane n − 1. It is possible to ontrol the loality by setting the trustpropagation horizon, i.e. the maximum distane to whih trust an be propagated.Golbek proposed a metri, TidalTrust [7℄, that is similar to Moletrust. It also works in a breadth �rstsearh fashion, but the maximum depth depends on the length of the �rst path found from the soure to thedestination. Another loal trust metri is Ziegler's AppleSeed [16℄, based on spreading ativation models, aonept from ognitive psyhology.3. Datasets and Trust Metris Evaluation. Researh on trust metris started a long time ago, but issomehow still in its infany. The �rst trust metri ould probably be asribed to the philosopher John Lokewho in 1680 wrote: �Probability then being to supply the defet of our knowledge, the grounds of it are these twofollowing: First, the onformity of anything with our own knowledge, observation and experiene. Seondly, thetestimony of others, vouhing their observation and experiene. In the testimony of others is to be onsidered:(1) The number. (2) The integrity. (3) The skill of the witnesses. (4) The design of the author, where it is atestimony out of a book ited. (5) The onsisteny of the parts and irumstanes of the relation. (6) Contrarytestimonies� [9℄. This quotation an give an idea of how many di�erent models for representing and exploitingtrust have been suggested over the enturies. However of ourse John Loke in 1680 didn't have the tehnologialmeans for empirially evaluating his �trust metri�. Even olleting the required data about soial relationshipsand opinions was very hard in old times. The �rst ontributions in analyzing real soial networks an betraked down to the foundational work of Jaob Moreno [12℄ (see Figure 2.1) and sine then many soiologists,eonomists and anthropologists have researhed on soial networks and trust. But the advent of the informationage has made it possible to ollet, represent, analyze and even build networks way beyond what is possiblewith pen and paper. Computer sientists and physiists have hene beome interested in soial networks, nowthat both huge amounts of data have beome available and omputing power has advaned onsiderably [13, 3℄.At Trustlet (http://www.trustlet.org) we have started a wiki to ollet information about researh ontrust and trust metris. Our goal is to attrat a ommunity of people with interest in trust metris. The wiki istotally open: anonymous edits are allowed and anybody an register and reate an aount. We have hosen to



344 P. Massa, K. Souren, M. Salvetti and D. Tomasoniuse the Creative Commons Attribution liense so that work an easily (and legally) be reused elsewhere. Oure�ort shares the vision of the Siene Commons projet1 whih tries to remove unneessary legal and tehnialbarriers to sienti� ollaboration and innovation and to foster open aess to data. We have also started arepository of the software we reate for our analysis, written in Python and available as Free Software under theGNU General Publi Liense (GPL) 2 so that other researhers an repliate our experiments and reuse our ode.We believe the lak of generally available datasets is inhibiting sienti� progress. It's harder to test ahypothesis if it has been tested on a dataset that is not easily available. The other alternative is testingthe hypothesis on synthesized datasets, whih are hardly representative of real-world situations. Prior to theproliferation of digital networks data had to be aquired by running fae-to-fae surveys, whih ould takeyears to ollet data of a mere ouple of hundreds of nodes. The proliferation and popularity of on-line soialnetworks [4℄ has failitated aquiring data, and the implementation of standards like XFN and ommon APIslike OpenSoial opens up new possibilities for researh [10℄. A more widespread availability and ontrolledrelease of datasets would surely bene�t researh and this is one of the goals behind the reation of Trustlet.We think it is important that researh on trust metris follows an empirial approah and it should be basedon atual real-world data. Our goal with Trustlet is to ollet as many datasets as possible in one single plaeand release them in standard formats under a reasonable liense allowing redistribution and, at least, usage ina researh ontext. At present, as part of our e e�ort with Trustlet, we olleted and released datasets derivedfrom advogato.org, people.squeakfoundation.org, robots.net, kaitiaki.org.nz and epinions.om3.We desribe in detail the Advogato dataset sine our experiments (presented in Setion 4) are run on it.Advogato.org is an online ommunity site dediated to Free Software development, launhed in November 1999.It was reated by Raph Levien, who also used Advogato as a researh testbed for testing his own attak-resistanttrust metri, the Advogato trust metri [8℄. On Advogato users an ertify eah other at several levels: Observer,Apprentie, Journeyer or Master. The Advogato trust metri uses this information in order to assign a globalerti�ation level to every user. The goal is to be attak-resistant, i. e. to redue the impat of attakers [8℄.Preise rules for giving out trust statements are spei�ed on the Advogato site. Masters are supposed to beprinipal authors of an �important� Free Software projet, exellent programmers who work full time on FreeSoftware, Journeyers ontribute signi�antly, but not neessarily full-time, Apprenties ontribute in some way,but are still aquiring the skills needed to make more signi�ant ontributions. Observers are users withouttrust erti�ation, and this is also the default. It is also the level a user erti�es another user at to removea previously expressed trust erti�ation. Notwithstanding the suggestions, users are free to express totallysubjetive erti�ations on other users.For the purpose of this paper we onsider these erti�ations as trust statements [11℄. T(A,B) denotes theerti�ation expressed by user A about user B and we map the textual labels Observer, Apprentie, JourneyerandMaster in the range [0,1℄, respetively in the values 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. This hoie is arbitrary and onsidersall the erti�ations are positive judgments, exept for Observer whih is used for expressing less-than-su�ientlevels. For example, we model the fat raph erti�ed federio as Journeyer as T(raph, federio)=0.8.The Advogato soial network has a peuliarly interesting harateristi: it is almost the only example of areal-world, direted, weighted, large soial network. However, besides the leading work of Levien reported inhis un�nished PhD thesis [8℄, we are just aware of another paper using the Advogato dataset whih is fousedon providing a trust mehanism for mobile devies [14℄.There are other web ommunities using the same software powering Advogato.org and they have the sametrust levels and erti�ations system: robots.net, people.squeakfoundation.org, kaitiaki.org.nz. Weolleted daily snapshots of all these datasets and made them available on Trustlet but we haven't used themfor our analysis in this paper, mainly beause they are muh smaller than the Advogato dataset. Details aboutthe harateristis of the analyzed Advogato trust network dataset are presented in Setion 4.The other datasets we released on Trustlet are derived from Epinions.om, a website where users an leavereviews about produts and maintain a list of users they trust and distrust based on the reviews they wrote [11℄.On Trustlet, we released these datasets but our aim is to olletively make it a repository of all the possibledatasets useful for researh on trust issues. For this reason, we also keep on the Trustlet wiki a list of datasetswe are onsidering for olletion and a list of datasets released elsewhere.
1Siene Commons http://sieneommons.org
2GNU General Publi Liense http://www.gnu.org/lienses/gpl.html
3See http://www.trustlet.org/wiki/Trustnetworkdatasets



Trustlet, Open Researh on Trust Metris 345Moreover, besides aiming at releasing datasets in a oherent format, we also released on Trustlet.org thePython ode we wrote for the trust metris analyzed in Setion 4 under a Free Software liense so that odean be reused and inspeted.4. Initial Researh Outomes. In the previous setions we highlighted the reasons for reating Trustletand the way we aim it an develop into a ollaborative environment for the researh of trust metris. As a�rst example of what we envision Trustlet will be able to bring to researh on trust metris, we report our �rstinvestigation and empirial �ndings.We hose to start studying the Advogato soial network beause of its almost unique harateristi: truststatements (erti�ations) are weighted and this makes it a very peuliar dataset for researhing trust metris,in fat, most other networks just exhibit a binary relationship (either trust is present or not) and the evaluationon trust metris performanes is muh less insightful.In this paper we report experiments performed on the Advogato dataset we downloaded from the web siteon May 12th 2008. This dataset is available at Trustlet.org, along with datasets downloaded in other daysas well. The Advogato dataset under analysis is a direted, weighted graph with 7294 nodes and 52981 trustrelations. There are 17489 Master judgments, 21977 for Journeyer, 8817 for Apprentie and 4698 for Observers.The dataset is omprised of 1 large onneted omponent, omprising 70.5% of the nodes; the seond largestomponent ontains 7 nodes. The mean in- and out-degree (number of inoming and outgoing edges per user)is 7.26. The mean shortest path length is 3.75. The average luster oe�ient [13℄ is 0.116. The perentageof trust statements whih are reiproated (when there is a trust statement from A to B, there is also a truststatement from B to A) is 33%.While a large part of researh on soial networks fouses on exploring the intrinsi harateristis of thenetwork [13, 6, 3℄, on Trustlet we are interested in overing an area that reeived muh less attention, analysis oftrust metris. We have ompared several trust metris through leave-one-out, a ommon tehnique in mahinelearning. The proess is as follows: one trust edge (e.g. from node A to node B) is taken out of the graphand then the trust metri is used to predit the trust value A should plae in B, i. e. the value on the missingedge. We repeat this step for all edges to obtain a predition graph, in whih some edges an ontain anunde�ned trust value (where the trust metri ould not predit the value). The real and the predited valuesare then ompared in order to derive several evaluation measures: the overage, whih is a measure of the edgesthat were preditable, the fration of orretly predited edges, the mean absolute error (MAE) and the rootmean squared error (RMSE). Surely there are other ways of evaluating trust metris: for instane, it an beargued that an important task for trust metris is to suggest to a user whih other still unknown users are moretrustworthy, suh as suggesting a user worth following on a soial bookmarking site suh as del.iio.us or on amusi ommunity suh as Last.fm. In this ase the evaluation ould just onentrate on the top 10 trustworthyusers. But in this �rst work we onsidered only leave-one-out as evaluation tehnique.4.1. Evaluation of trust metris on all trust edges. Table 4.1 reports our evaluation results ofdi�erent trust metris on the Advogato dataset. It is a omputation of di�erent evaluation measures on everyedge of the soial network. The reported measures are: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean SquaredError (RMSE), fration of wrong preditions, and overage. We now desribe the ompared trust metris. Asalready mentioned we released the ode and we plan to implement more trust metris and release them and runmore evaluations.The ompared trust metris are some trivial ones used as baselines suh as Random, whih predits simplya random trust sore between the 4 possible ones (1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4), or the metris starting with �Always� whihalways return the orresponding value as predited trust sore, for example AlwaysApprentie returns 0.6 forevery predition. Other simple trust metris are OutA whih, in prediting the trust user A ould have in userB, simply does the average of the trust statements outgoing from user A, and OutB whih averages over thetrust statements outgoing from user B. These simple trust metris are onsidered in order to understand howmuh and in whih ases omplex algorithms are useful.The other trust metris were already explained in Setion2, here we just report the parameters we usedin running them. Ebay refers to the trust metri that, in prediting the trust user A ould have in user B,simply does the average of the trust statements inoming in user B, i. e. the average of what all the users thinkabout user B. MoletrustX refers to Moletrust applied with a trust propagation horizon of value X. The valuesreturned by PageRank as predited trust follow a powerlaw distribution, there are few large PageRank soresand many tiny ones. So we deided to resaled the results simply by sorting them and linearly mapping them in



346 P. Massa, K. Souren, M. Salvetti and D. TomasoniTable 4.1Evaluation of trust metris on all trust edgesFration MAE RMSE Coveragewrong preditionsRandom 0.737 0.223 0.284 1.00AlwaysMaster 0.670 0.203 0.274 1.00AlwaysJourneyer 0.585 0.135 0.185 1.00AlwaysApprentie 0.834 0.233 0.270 1.00AlwaysObserver 0.911 0.397 0.438 1.00Ebay 0.350 0.086 0.156 0.98OutA 0.486 0.106 0.158 0.98OutB 0.543 0.139 0.205 0.92Moletrust2 0.366 0.090 0.160 0.80Moletrust3 0.376 0.091 0.161 0.93Moletrust4 0.377 0.092 0.161 0.95PageRank 0.501 0.124 0.191 1.00AdvogatoLoal 0.550 0.186 0.273 1.00AdvogatoGlobal 0.595 0.199 0.280 1.00the range [0.4, 1℄, after this we rounded the predited trust sores. Our implementation of Advogato is based onPymmetry, whose ode is released on Trustlet as well. AdvogatoGlobal refers to the Advogato trust metri runonsidering as seeds the original founders of Advogato ommunity, namely the users �raph�, �federio�, �miguel�and �alan�. This is the version that is running on the Advogato web site for inferring global erti�ations forall the users. This version is global beause it predits a trust level for user B whih is the same for every user.AdvogatoLoal refers to the loal version of Advogato trust metri. For example, when prediting the trustuser A should plae in user B, the trust �ow starts from the single seed �user A�. This version is loal beauseit produes personalized trust preditions whih depends on the urrent soure user and an be di�erent fordi�erent users. AdvogatoLoal was run on a subset (8%) of all the edges sine the urrent implementation isvery slow. In fat, the leave-one-out tehnique requires the network be di�erent for every evaluation and it hasto be rebuilt from srath for every single trust edge predition making the entire proess very slow.Sine some trust metris suh as Moletrust and PageRank produe trust sore preditions in a ontinuousinterval while others just the 4 disrete trust sores, we deided to apply a rounding to the losest possibleerti�ation value before the predited trust sores are ompared with the real values so that for example apredited trust sore of 0.746 beomes 0.8 (Journeyer).The results of the evaluation are reported in Table 4.1. We start by ommenting the olumn �fration ofwrong preditions�. Our baseline is the trust metri named �Random� whih produes an inorret preditedtrust sore 74% of the times. The best one is Ebay with an error as small as 35% followed by Moletrust2(36.57%), Moletrust3 (37.60%) and Moletrust4 (37.71%). Inreasing the trust propagation horizon in Moletrustallows to inrease the overage but also inreases the error. The reason is that users who are nearby in the trustnetwork (distane 2) are better preditors than users further away in the soial network (for example, users atdistane 4). This is onsistent with experiments on other soial networks [11℄.Note that Moletrust is a loal trust metri that only uses information available �near� the soure nodeso it an be run on small devies suh as mobiles whih only need to feth information from the (few) trustusers and possibly the users trusted by them. This behaviour is tunable through setting the trust propagationhorizon to spei� values. On the other hand, Ebay, being a global trust metri, must aggregate the entire trustnetwork, whih an be ostly both in term of bandwidth, memory and omputation power. So a loal trustmetri tends to require less information for produing reommendations whih might be a desirable features insome situations.The AlwaysX metris depend on the distributions of erti�ations and are mainly informative of the datadistribution.The fration of wrong preditions of Advogato (both loal and global) is high ompared to Ebay andMoletrust. The reason is that Advogato was not designed for prediting an aurate trust value for a spei�



Trustlet, Open Researh on Trust Metris 347pair of users (the trust A should plae in B) but to inrease attak-resistane [8℄, i. e. being able to exludemaliious users, while aepting as many valid aounts as possible. A side e�et is that it limits the amount ofgranted global erti�ations and assigns a large number of Observer erti�ates. In the ase of AdvogatoGlobal,45% of the predited global erti�ations are marked as Observer whih obviously has an impat on the leave-one-out evaluation. Di�erent trust metris might have di�erent goals, that require di�erent evaluation tehniques.We ould have tuned di�erent parameters of Advogato for making it perform di�erently, however our intentionwas to evaluate the original trust metri in the task of prediting trust sores so we deide to run Advogatowith the original parameters. Note also that the loal version of Advogato is more aurate than the globalversion. The last metri shown in Table 2.1 is PageRank [2℄: the fration of orret preditions is not too highbut again the real intention of PageRank is to rank web pages and not to predit the orret value of assignedtrust.An alternative evaluation measure is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The MAE is omputed by averagingthe di�erene in absolute value between the real and the predited trust statement on an edge. There is noneed to round values to the losest erti�ation value beause MAE omputes a meaningful value for ontinuousvalues. However, in order to fairly ompare trust metris that return real values and trust metris that returndisrete values, we hoose to perform anyway the rounding to the losest possible erti�ation value beforeomputing MAE.The seond olumn of Table 4.1 reports the MAE for the evaluated trust metris. The baseline is given bythe Random trust metri whih inurs in a MAE of 0.2230. These results are the worst besides the trivial trustmetris that always predit the most infrequent erti�ation values. Prediting always Journeyer (0.8) inursin a small MAE beause this value is frequent and entral in the distribution of assigned trust sores. Ebay isthe trust metri with the best performane, with a MAE of 0.0855. And it is again followed by Moletrust thatin a similar way is more aurate with smaller trust propagation horizons than with larger ones.A variant of MAE is Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). RMSE is the root mean of the average of thesquared di�erenes. This evaluation measure tends to emphasize large errors, whih favor trust metris thatremain within a small band of error and don't have many outlying preditions that might undermine theon�dene of the user in the system. For example, it penalizes a predition as Observer when the trust sore thesoure user would have assigned was Master, or vie versa. The baseline trust metri Random has an RMSEof 0.2839. Again Ebay is the best metri with an RMSE of 0.1563 and all the other performanes exhibit apattern similar to the one exposed for the other evaluation measures. However there is one unexpeted result:the trivial trust metri OutA is the seond best, lose to Ebay. Remind that, when asked a predition for thetrust user A should plae in user B, OutA simply returns the average of the trust statements going out of A,i. e. the average of how user A judged other users. This trust metri is just a trivial one that was used foromparison purposes. The good performane of OutA in this ase is related to the distribution of the data inthis partiular soial setting. The Observer erti�ation has speial semantis: it is the default value attributedto a user unless the Advogato trust metri gives a user a higher global erti�ation. So there is little point inertifying other users as Observer. In fat, the FAQ spei�es that Observer is �the level to whih you wouldertify someone to remove an existing trust erti�ation�. Observer erti�ations are mainly used when a userhanges its mind about another user and wants to downgrade her previously expressed erti�ation as muhas possible. This is also our reason for mapping it to 0.4, a less than su�ient level. As a onsequene of thespeial semantis of observer erti�ations, they are infrequently used. In fat only 638 users used the Observererti�ation at least one while, for instane, 2938 users used the Master erti�ation at least one. Trustmetris like Ebay and Moletrust work doing averages of the trust edges of the network (from a global point ofview for Ebay and only onsidering the ones expressed by trusted users for Moletrust) and, sine the numberof Observer edges is very small ompared with the number of Master, Journeyer and Apprentie edges, thesepredited average tend to be lose to higher values of trust. This means that when prediting an Observer edge(0.4) they tend to inur in a large error. This large error is emphasized by the squaring of the RMSE formula.On the other hand, using the average of the outgoing trust edges (like OutA does) happens to be a suessfultehnique for not inurring in large errors when prediting Observer edges. The reason is that a user who usedObserver edges tended to use it many times so the average of its outgoing edge erti�ations is a value that isloser to 0.4 and hene it inurs in lower errors on these ritial edges and, as a onsequene, in smaller RMSE.This e�et an also be learly seen when di�erent trust metris are restrited to predit only Observer edges andevaluated only on them. In this ase (not shown in Tables), OutA gets the orret value for trust (Observer)42% of times, while for instane, Ebay only 2.7% of times and Moletrust2 4%. The fat the trivial trust metri



348 P. Massa, K. Souren, M. Salvetti and D. TomasoniTable 4.2Evaluation of trust metris on trust edges going into ontroversial usersFration MAE RMSE Coveragewrong preditionsRandom 0.799 0.266 0.325 1.00AlwaysMaster 0.462 0.186 0.302 1.00AlwaysJourneyer 0.801 0.202 0.238 1.00AlwaysApprentie 0.943 0.296 0.320 1.00AlwaysObserver 0.794 0.414 0.477 1.00Ebay 0.778 0.197 0.240 0.98OutA 0.614 0.147 0.199 0.98OutB 0.724 0.215 0.280 0.92Moletrust2 0.743 0.195 0.243 0.80Moletrust3 0.746 0.194 0.241 0.93Moletrust4 0.746 0.195 0.242 0.95PageRank 0.564 0.186 0.275 1.00AdvogatoLoal 0.518 0.215 0.324 1.00AdvogatoGlobal 0.508 0.216 0.326 1.00OutA exhibits a so small RMSE supports the intuition that evaluating whih onditions a ertain trust metri ismore suited for than another one is not a trivial task. Generally knowledge about the domain and the patternsof soial interation is useful, if not required, for a proper seletion of a trust metri for a spei� appliationand ontext.The last olumn of Table 4.1 reports the overage of the di�erent trust metris on the Advogato dataset.For some trust edges, a trust metri might not be able to generate a predition and the overage refers tothe number of edges that are preditable. The experiment shows that the overage is always very high. Sineloal trust metris use less information (only trust statements of trusted users) their overage is smaller thanthe overage of global trust metris. Anyway, di�erently from other soial networks [11℄, it is very high. TheAdvogato trust network is very dense, so there are many di�erent paths from a user to another user. Even verylo al trust metris suh as Moletrust2, that only use information from users at distane 2 from the soure user,are able to over and predit almost all the edges.4.2. Evaluation of trust metris on ontroversial users. As a seond step in the analysis we devotedour attention to ontroversial users [11℄. Controversial users are users whih are judged in very diverse waysby the members of a ommunity. In the ontext of Advogato, they an be de�ned as users who reeived manyerti�ations as Master and many as Apprentie or Observer: the ommunity does not have a single way ofpereiving and judging them. The intuition here is that a global average an be very e�etive when all the usersof the ommunity agree that �raph� is a Master, but there an be situations in whih something more tailoredand user spei� is needed, espeially when there isn't a subjetive judgment that is shared by all the membersof the ommunity.With this in mind we de�ne ontroversiality level of an Advogato user as the standard deviation in erti�-ations reeived by that user, similarly to previous studies [11℄. The higher the standard deviation, the moreontroversial the user is. A user with ontroversiality level as 0 is not ontroversial at all sine all the otherusers ertify her with the same value. The erti�ation level is not very meaningful when the number of reeivederti�ations for an user is small (for example 3); for this reason in the following we are going to report measureson users who reeived at least 10 or 20 inoming erti�ates, and for whih the standard deviation in reeivederti�ations really represents the fat the ommunity does not have a single way of pereiving these popularusers.In Table 4.2 we report the evaluation of the performanes of the same trust metris of Table 4.1 butevaluated only on trust edges going to Advogato users with at least 10 inoming edges and ontroversiality levelof 0.2. In this way we redue the number of edges onsidered in the evaluation from 52, 981 to 2, 030, whihis still a signi�ant number of edges to evaluate trust metris on. Figure 4.1 graphially reports the number ofedges going into users (who reeived at least 20 erti�ations) with at least a ertain ontroversiality level for
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Fig. 4.1. Number of edges per ontroversiality levelall ontroversiality levels from 0 to 0.3. As intuitive, inreasing the ontroversiality level of users dereases thenumber of edges going into users with at least that ontroversiality level.Figure 4.2 on the other hand shows how at higher ontroversiality levels the perentage of polarized trustsores inreases: erti�ations as Master and Observer beomes more frequent. This means that preditingtrust edges going into ontroversial users is in theory more di�ult, sine it is important to predit the orrettrust sore whih is not lose to an average sore. Both �gures on�rm intuition and are informative of thedistribution of trust sores.Going bak to the evaluation measures presented in Table 4.1, we start by ommenting the evaluationmeasures on AlwaysMaster (seond row of Table 4.2) beause it presents some peuliarities. AlwaysMasterpredits the orret trust value 53.84% (100% 46.16%) of times and, aording to the evaluation measure�fration of orretly predited trust statements�, seems a good trust metri, atually the best one. Howeverthe same trust metri, AlwaysMaster, is one of the less preise when RMSE is onsidered. A similar patternan be observed for AdvogatoGlobal. In fat, sine in general there is at least one �ow of trust with Mastererti�ates going to these ontroversial users, AdvogatoGlobal tends to predit almost always Master as trustvalue and sine almost half of the edges going into ontroversial users are of type Master, AdvogatoGlobal oftenpredits the orret one.The results presented in Table 4.1 suggest that the same trust metri might seem aurate or inauratedepending on the hoie of the evaluation measure. This fat one more highlights how evaluating trust met-ris on real world datasets is a ompliated task and a omparison of same trust metris on many di�erentdatasets aording to di�erent evaluation methods would be highly bene�ial for understanding the situationsin whih one trust metri is more appropriate and useful than another. We already previously explained whyOutA is able to have a so small RMSE, the smallest one on users with ontroversial level of 0.2: based onhow Observer erti�ations are used in the system, OutA is the only metri that is able to avoid large errorswhen prediting the Observer edges, whih are a relevant perentage sine the evaluated users are ontrover-sial.Arriving at a omparison between a global trust metri suh as Ebay and a loal trust metri suh asMoletrust, we were expeting the latter to be signi�antly more aurate than the �rst one on ontroversialusers. While on the Epinions dataset, this is what was observed [11℄, the same is not true here sine the twotrust metris inur in very similar performanes.
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Fig. 4.2. Perentage of edges for eah type per ontroversiality levelFigure 4.3 graphially presents the performanes (measured by RMSE) of some seleted trust metris onusers with inreasing ontroversiality levels and at least 20 inoming edges. It an be observed that the loaltrust metris MoletrustX starts to perform better than Ebay and other metris when the ontroversiality levelsis larger than 0.25. However the di�erene is not that large as expeted.The reason for this similarity of performanes between Ebay and Moletrust2 is partly that in Epinions, thetrust values were binary (either trust or distrust) and it was easier to disriminate. Another reason seems to bethat on Advogato the user base is not divided in liques of users suh that users of one lique trust eah otherand distrust users of other liques. In fat Advogato users are somehow similar and feel part of one single largeommunity. It is future work to analyze if on a soial network with a muh higher polarization of opinions (suhas for example on essembly.om, a politial site, in whih users tend to express strong feeling for or againstother people based on their politial views) the performanes of lo al trust metris are signi�antly better thanglobal ones. The study on the Advogato trust network dataset presented in this paper does not allow arguingthat loal trust metris and in general omplex trust metris are needed in order to outperform simpler trustmetris. Another future work is exploring di�erent evaluation proedures whih might be more informative ofthe real performanes of di�erent trust metris.5. Conlusions. In this paper we have presented Trustlet [1℄, an open environment for researh on trustmetris. We have laimed that the rapid development of soial networking sites [4℄ asks for a shared e�ort inolleting datasets and distributing ode of algorithms so that omparisons of di�erent researh proposals iseasier, repliable and more oherent.As an initial investigation we have reported our omparison of di�erent trust metris on the Advogatodataset. The results are partly ontraditory and this suggests there is need to run systematially evaluations ofdi�erent algorithms against a large number of di�erent datasets. As future works we are looking into extendingour analysis to more datasets also from di�erent soial senarios, for example the networks of relationships(oediting, talk) among Wikipedia users.Our goal is to make Trustlet an environment whih failitates this ollaborative e�ort. We believe researhon these topis is very needed in a time in whih our relationships are starting to move more and more into the�virtual� world and our soiety and life is a�eted signi�antly from the preditions and suggestions produedby many di�erent algorithms.
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